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Abstract

Multi-Object Tracking (MOT) encompasses various
tracking scenarios, each characterized by unique traits. Ef-
fective trackers should demonstrate a high degree of gen-
eralizability across diverse scenarios. However, existing
trackers struggle to accommodate all aspects or necessi-
tate hypothesis and experimentation to customize the asso-
ciation information (motion and/or appearance) for a given
scenario, leading to narrowly tailored solutions with limited
generalizability. In this paper, we investigate the factors
that influence trackers’ generalization to different scenar-
ios and concretize them into a set of tracking scenario at-
tributes to guide the design of more generalizable trackers.
Furthermore, we propose a “point-wise to instance-wise re-
lation” framework for MOT, i.e., GeneralTrack, which can
generalize across diverse scenarios while eliminating the
need to balance motion and appearance. Thanks to its supe-
rior generalizability, our proposed GeneralTrack achieves
state-of-the-art performance on multiple benchmarks and
demonstrates the potential for domain generalization.

1. Introduction
Multi-Object Tracking (MOT) aims to locate targets and
recognize their identities from a streaming video. It is an es-
sential task for many applications such as autonomous driv-
ing [7], robotics [31], and visual surveillance [33]. Despite
great progress in the past few years, the MOT task remains
challenging when the trackers are generalized to diverse ap-
plication scenarios.

Prior MOT methods mostly follow the tracking-by-
detection (TbD) [1, 2, 59] or tracking-by-regression (TbR)
[3, 62] paradigm. TbD methods detect objects in each frame
and then associates objects across frames. TbR methods
also conduct frame-wise object detection, but replaces the
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data association with a continuous regression of each track-
let to its new position. With rapid advances in object detec-
tion, TbD has become the dominant paradigm in the field.

Real-world application scenarios are diverse and char-
acterized by a wide spectrum of different attributes, such
as varying motion complexities, target densities, and frame
rate, as shown in Figure 1. Unfortunately, current MOT
methods heavily depend on extensive prior knowledge or
intricate engineering efforts to excel in specific scenarios,
but they struggle to generalize effectively to different situ-
ations. This limitation significantly restricts their utility in
real-world applications.

For TbD, motion-dominated methods [5, 36, 40] are
brittle when encountering irregular motion and substantial
variation in target shape or position; appearance-dominated
methods [13, 38, 52] are prone to failure when facing occlu-
sion, for example, caused by dense crowds or shelters, light
change, and small targets. To overcome these difficulties,
some TbD methods require a manual adjustment of which
information to rely on more in a specific scenario. For ex-
ample, ByteTrack [59] constructs an affinity matrix based
on motion in MOT17 and MOT20, and based on appear-
ance in BDD100K. Other works [1, 13, 43, 52] directly bal-
ance the two affinity matrices with a weighting factor and
adjust it for different scenarios. The limitation in generaliz-
ability similarly applies to TbR. For example, Tracktor [3]
cannot handle videos with low frame rates and targets with
large shape or position variation; Centertrack [62] uses the
center point to represent each target, which would become
overwhelming in crowded scenarios. Therefore, there is an
urgent need to develop trackers that effectively generalize
to different scenarios.

In this paper, we first conduct an in-depth analysis of
the tracking scenarios to gain insight into why a particular
tracker’s performance varies significantly in different sce-
narios. Referring to the performance of previous trackers
on different datasets, we parsed out the tracking scenario at-
tributes as follows: motion complexity, variation amplitude,
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Figure 1. Adverse cases for some attributes in tracking scenarios. The line in ’irregular motion’ is the trajectory of each target.

target density, small target, and frame rate. We analyze the
datasets [8, 9, 30, 46, 55] commonly used in MOT based
on these attributes, and find that these attributes vary dras-
tically across different datasets. Both motion-dominated
and appearance-dominated methods have their respective
attributes which they do not excel at.

Based on the above analysis, we propose a “point-wise
to instance-wise relation” framework for MOT, i.e., Gen-
eralTrack, which can generalize to diverse scenarios with-
out manually balancing motion and appearance informa-
tion. Specifically, instead of directly constructing relations
between tracklets and detections at the instance level, we
capture the point-wise relations and then translate them
into instance-wise associations. The fine-grained features
together with the fine-to-coarse translation can cope with
dense targets and small targets. In contrast to searching in
fixed local areas by previous motion-dominated methods,
we contrust multi-scale point-region relation which implic-
itly contains a motion template guided by vision and geom-
etry that does not flinch at irregular motion. The flexible
scale of motion templates can be effectively adapted to var-
ious frame rates as well as the amplitude of position varia-
tion. Finally, we design a hierarchical relation aggregation
paradigm to associate the tracklets and detections according
to the point-part-instance hierarchy. The targets evolve from
rigid bodies to flexible bodies and are suitable for scenarios
with dramatic shape variation.

Extensive experiments on multiple benchmark datasets
show that our method achieves the state-of-the-art, demon-
strating the superiority of generalizability over diverse sce-
narios. In particular, our GeneralTrack ranks 1st place on
the BDD100K leaderboard (57.87 mTETA). In addition,
we experimentally find that GeneralTrack has great poten-
tial for domain generalization with unseen data distribu-
tions (cross-dataset, cross-class). The main contribution of
this work can be summarized as follows:
• We analyze the factors that hinder the generalizability of

existing trackers and concretize them into tracking sce-
nario attributes that can guide the design of trackers.

• We propose a “point-wise to instance-wise relation”
framework for MOT. It first constructs point-wise re-
lations through the multi-scale 4D correlation volume

and then aggregates them into instance-wise associations
through a novel “point-part-instance” hierarchy. Our new
framework can address several fundamental challenges
in MOT. Concretely, the point-wise correlation model-
ing deals with damage to instance-level representations
by dense and small targets; the construction of multi-scale
point-region relations handles severe motion complexity,
and different position variations and frame rates; the hier-
archical aggregation copes with shape variations.

• Extensive evaluation of the GeneralTrack shows that
it achieves the state-of-the-art performance on multiple
MOT datasets. In addition, GeneralTrack experimentally
demonstrates strong domain generalization capabilities.

2. Related Work

Tracking-by-Detection. The dominant paradigm in the
field of MOT has long been tracking-by-detection [5, 6, 13,
17, 26, 35, 48, 57, 59]. The core of TbD is to construct
inter-frame relation (affinity matrix) between tracklets and
detections, and then perform matching with the Hungarian
Algorithm [24]. The affinity matrix for matching is often
driven by motion information [16, 22, 36, 40] or appearance
information [23, 34, 49, 52, 54]. As discussed in Sec. 1,
both motion and appearance dominated methods have their
respective scenarios in which they do not excel.

To address these issues, some methods work towards a
better balance between motion and appearance [1, 13, 43,
52, 59]; some others, i.e., TrackFlow [29], handle these
by building an probabilistic formulation but requires vir-
tual datasets for training. In contrast, we propose a new
approach that achieves generalization and avoids balance
between motion and appearance.
Dense Flow and Correspondences. Identifying corre-
spondences between an image pair is a fundamental com-
puter vision problem, encompassing optical flow and geo-
metric correspondences. FlowNet [12] is the first end-to-
end method for optical flow estimation. Then a series of
works [11, 20, 21, 37, 44, 45] employ coarse-to-fine and it-
erative estimation methodology. To deal with missing small
fast-motion objects in the coarse stage, RAFT [47] performs
optical flow estimation in a coarse-and-fine and recurrent
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manner. Geometric correspondences [27, 39, 41] refer to
correspondences between images captured from different
views. MatchFlow [10] takes geometric correspondences
as the prefixed task for optical flow.

Among these explorations, the 4D Correlation Volume
is often used to capture the visual similarity of pixel pairs
and as a core component supporting dense flow and corre-
spondence estimation. In MOT, the visual relation between
frames is significant. Inspired by these works, we address
the tracking task from the perspective of constructing the
relation from pixel to instance with low-level vision.

3. Methodology
3.1. Analysis of MOT Scenarios

There are countless real-world application scenarios. Cur-
rent MOT methods heavily depend on extensive prior
knowledge or intricate engineering efforts to excel in spe-
cific scenarios, but they hardly generalize to different situa-
tions. To gain insight into this phenomenon, we analyze the
failure cases of previous trackers in different datasets and
identify the following attributes that have substantial influ-
ence on a tracker’s performance:
• Motion Complexity reflects the irregularity and unpre-

dictability of target motion within the scenario. The more
irregular and unpredictable the motion, the greater its
complexity.

• Variation Amplitude reflects the target’s variability, en-
compassing both shape and position variations.

• Target Density reflects the density of the crowds in the
scenario, implicitly reflecting the degree of occlusion
within the crowds.

• Small Target represents the average amount of small tar-
gets in the scenario.

• Frame Rate is the number of frames captured in one sec-
ond of the input video stream.

We conduct thorough measurements of these attributes on
five datasets [8, 9, 30, 46, 55] and form the tracking scenario
attribute maps as shown in Figure 2. Note that frame rate
takes the inverse in the maps. The detailed measurement
metric is provided in the Supplementary Material.

Furthermore, we divide the attributes into two categories
based on whether they damage motion or appearance, as
shown by the background of the attribute map, i.e., mo-
tion and appearance-dominated methods may not perform
well in the white and blue areas, respectively. In particu-
lar, pedestrian tracking scenarios with regular motion, high
frame rate, and small movement amplitude, e.g., MOT17
and MOT20, are more motion-reliant; in tracking scenar-
ios with highly complex motion patterns, e.g. DanceTrack
and SportsMOT, appearance is more effective than mo-
tion; BDD100K cannot provide reliable motion informa-
tion due to the low frame rate and large movement am-

MOT17       

MOT20       

DanceTrack

SportsMOT

Motion 
complexity

Small
target

Variation 
amplitude

Frame
rate

Target 
density

BDD100K   

Figure 2. Tracking scenario attribute maps. Appearance per-
forms poorly in the scenario with a large percentage in the blue
area, as well as motion in the white area.

plitude. Our observations are consistent with how previ-
ous methods balance motion and appearance information.
For exmaple, GHOST [43] sets the optimal weight between
appearance and motion (percentage of motion) as 0.6 for
MOT17, 0.8 for MOT20, 0.4 for BDD100K, and 0.4 for
DanceTrack. ByteTrack [59] utilizes motion to construct
the affinity matrix in MOT17 and MOT20, and use appear-
ance in BDD100K; it has very poor performance using mo-
tion on DanceTrack and SportsMOT in which the target mo-
tion is complex. For a tracker to have great generalizability,
it is essential to take into account these attributes.

3.2. Overview of GeneralTrack

Notation. For online video streaming, we first process the
current frame t with YOLOX [14] to obtain the detection
results. The detections are denoted as Dt = {dt

i}Ni=1 con-
taining N detections in frame t, where dt

i represents the
position and size of a detection bounding box. We denote
the set of M tracklets by T = {Tj}Mj=1. Tj is a tracklet with
identity j and is defined as Tj = {lt0j , lt0+1

j , ..., ltj}, where ltj
is the location in frame t, and t0 is the initialized moment.

Our GeneralTrack follows the well-known tracking-by-
detection paradigm [59]. Given the current frame t, we ob-
tain its detections Dt and the set of M tracklets T up to
frame t−1. Then we associate existing tracklets T with cur-
rent detections Dt by constructing the point-wise relations
between frame t− 1 and frame t, and transforming them to
the instance-wise associations. As shown in Figure 3, this
process consists of three stages: (i) We use Feature Rela-
tion Extractor (Sec. 3.3) to construct global dense relations
with frame t for each point in frame t − 1 by a 4D correla-
tion volume. (ii) Then we transform the global relations into
Multi-scale Point-region Relations (Sec. 3.4), and form a
relation map for frame t− 1 in which each point represents
its movement trends. (iii) Finally, we progressively perform
Hierarchical Relational Aggregation (Sec. 3.5) according
to the point-part-instance hierarchy to associate the track-
lets and detections. All stages are differentiable and com-
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Figure 3. Overview of our GeneralTrack. The Feature Relation Extractor obtains global dense relations with frame t for each point in
frame t − 1 by a 4D correlation volume. Then by constructing a correlation pyramid, we transform the global relations into Multi-scale
Point-region Relations, and form a relation map for frame t− 1. Finally, We progressively perform Relational Aggregation to aggregate
point-wise relation into instance-wise relation and achieve the association between tracklets and detections.

posed into an end-to-end trainable architecture.

3.3. Feature Relation Extractor

Considering that the target could be very small or oc-
cluded, we exploit a extractor to capture the relationship
at the point level. Given a pair of consecutive RGB images,
It−1 and It, a convolutional neural network encodes them
into two dense feature maps at a lower resolution, denoted
as Ft−1, Ft ∈ RH×W×D, where H,W are respectively 1/8
of the image height and width, and D is the feature dimen-
sion.

After obtaining the pair of consecutive feature maps,
Ft−1 and Ft, we compute the global dense relations by con-
structing a full correlation volume between them. The cor-
relation volume, Cglobal, is formed by taking the dot product
between all pairs of feature vectors as follows:

Cglobal (Ft−1,Ft
)
∈ RH×W×H×W ,

cijkl =

D∑
d=1

f t−1
ijd · f t

kld,
(1)

The element cijkl in Cglobal represents the relation between
the (i, j)-th feature point in frame t − 1 and the (k, l)-th
feature point in frame t.

Instance-level features would be damaged when the tar-
get is too small or occluded, whereas point-wise relations
between adjacent frames are robust in this scenario.

3.4. Multi-scale Point-region Relation

This part is to adapt the tracker to various frame rates as
well as the amplitude of position variation. As demon-
strated in Figure 4, there is a wide range of speeds among

different classes, such as fast cars and slow people, and
the same problem exists at different frame rates. Besides,
Cglobal contains dense global relations, with significant in-
valid relations that would cause significant computational
costs and slow convergence. For tracker’s flexibility and
computational simplicity, we transform global relations into
multi-scale point-region relations.

Inspired by the multi-scale 4D volume in [10, 47], we
downsample the correlation volume and obtain the correla-
tion pyramid {Cs}Ss=0 by pooling the last two dimensions
as follows:

Cs = pooling(Cs−1),Cs ∈ RH×W×H/2s×W/2s
,

(2)

where s is the layer of pyramid and C0 is initialized as
Cglobal. The set of volumes provides relations from points
in frame t− 1 to each area in frame t at different scales.

To reduce the invalid relations, we set a center-based re-
lation searching region based on {Cs}Ss=0 as follows:

P (x)s = {x/2s + r : ∥r∥ ≤ R} , (3)

where x ∈ Z2 is a coordinate in Ft−1 and r ∈ Z2 is
the displacement from point x/2s in the s-th layer in the
correlation pyramid. The relation searching is restricted in
the neighborhood of the coordinate x/2s, schematically as
∥r∥ ≤ R, i.e. the maximum displacement in any direction
is R. At each level of {Cs}Ss=0, the searching region in Ft

gradually increases as the resolution decreases, as the red,
green and blue boxes in Figure 4.

We employ P (x)s to search the relation on correlation
pyramid {Cs}Ss=0 to form multi-scale point-region relation
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Figure 4. Multi-scale point-region Relation on correlation pyramid. With downsampling, the searching region becomes progressively
larger (red, green and blue box). Two examples points a and b are given in the figure, where the green dot and blue dot represent the target
point in frame t− 1 and frame t respectively. (a) Headlights of the car. The car moves very fast with large displacement, its relation point
in frame t is not captured until the layer with the largest scale (b) Head of the man. Due to the relatively small movement of people, its
relation can be obtained at the first level of the pyramid (the highest resolution). Such a relation searching paradigm can be flexibly adapted
to both large and small displacements with low computational resources.

map O ∈ RH×W×(S+1)(2R+1)2 as follows:

Os = search(Cs,P (x)s),

O = concat({Os}S
s=0),

(4)

where the function search means searching operation on
each layer with P (x)s. {Os ∈ RH×W×(2R+1)2}Ss=0 is the
point-region relations at each layer in {Cs}Ss=0, and they
are concatenated at the last dimension. O contains the mo-
tion trends of the points in frame t-1 to frame t in all direc-
tions and at all ranges.

In essence, the multi-scale point-region relation implic-
itly contains a vision and geometry based motion template,
with different layers representing different displacement
scales, and different points in the same layer representing
different directions and amplitudes, which can be adapted
to various frame rates as well as the amplitude of position
variation flexibly.

3.5. Hierarchical Relation Aggregation

In current frame t, the detection set Dt contains N detec-
tions and the tracklets set T contains M tracklets. The re-
lation map O encodes frame t− 1’s point-wise relations to
multi-scale regions in frame t. Here we translate point-wise
into instance-wise relations to construct tracklet-detection
relation matrix Prela ∈ RN×M for data association.

To address the shape variation of instances, we treat
the instance as a flexible body. Instead of treating the in-
stance as a rigid body as traditional motion or appearance
methods do, we progressively aggregate relations through a
point-part-instance hierarchy. For the i-th detection dt

i in Dt

and the j-th tracklet’s location lt−1
j in T, we divide the in-

stances dt
i and lt−1

j into v×v parts. We apply RoIAlign [18]
to lt−1

j on O and obtain the j-th tracklet’s part-wise rela-
tion Oj ∈ Rv×v×D, where v × v is the RoIAlign size
and D is the feature dimension. Then we encode the rel-
ative position of each part between dt

i and lt−1
j , denotes as

Eij ∈ Rv×v×2, where its element represents the displace-

ment of the centroids of corresponding parts. Then we con-
catenate Oj and Eij and apply the convolution operation to
it. Finally, we obtain the prediction score with a multi-layer
perception (MLP) as follows:

prelaij = MLP (conv(concat (Oj,Eij))) . (5)

Eventually, we use the Hungarian Algorithm [24] for
Prela and complete the association. For the lost tracklets,
we use Kalman filter to retrieve them.

3.6. Training

We pick two consecutive frames in the video as a training
sample. Two raw images are used as inputs It−1 and It in
the forward propagation process, and the grounding truth
boxes are used as T and Dt respectively. The targets in two
frames are combined in pairs to predict tracklet-detection
relation Prela and we label positive or negative by whether
they have the same identity. Then, we supervise it with a
weighted binary cross-entropy loss function (weighted BCE
Loss):

LwBCE =
1

NM

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

−[w · yij log(prelaij )

+ (1− yij) log(1− prelaij )],

(6)

where prelaij denotes the predicted correlation score, and yij
indicates the ground truth correlation label, in which 1 and
0 represent the positive and negative correlation, respec-
tively. There is a great difference between the amount of
positive and negative samples, inspired by F³Net [51], we
add weights to the positive samples, i.e., the weighting fac-
tor w. To enhance the capability of Feature Relation Ex-
tractor, we use [15] for pre-training in the settings of dense
flow and correspondence tasks.

3.7. Multi-class Object Tracking

FairMOT [58] regards each tracked object as a class and
associates the detection results by feature similarity. Some
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Venue mHOTA↑ mIDF1↑ mMOTA↑ HOTA↑ IDF1↑ MOTA↑ IDs↓ MT↑ ML↓
validation
QDTrack [35] CVPR’21 - 50.8 36.6 - 71.5 63.5 6262 9481 3034
Unicorn [53] ECCV’22 - 54.0 41.2 - 71.3 66.6 10876 10296 2505
MOTR [56] ECCV’22 - 44.8 32.3 - 65.8 56.2 - - -
TETer [25] ECCV’22 - 53.3 39.1 - - - - - -
ByteTrack [59] ECCV’22 45.3 54.8 45.2 61.3 70.4 69.1 9140 9626 3005
MOTRv2 [60] CVPR’23 - 56.5 43.6 - 72.7 65.6 - - -
GHOST [43] CVPR’23 45.7 55.6 44.9 61.7 70.9 68.1 - - -
GeneralTrack(Ours) 46.9 56.2 46.4 63.1 72.7 68.8 8496 11830 2035
test
DeepBlueAI - - 38.7 31.6 - 56.0 56.9 25186 10296 12266
madamada - - 43.0 33.6 - 55.7 59.8 42901 16774 5004
QDTrack [55] CVPR’21 41.9 52.4 35.7 60.5 72.5 64.6 10790 17353 5167
ByteTrack [59] ECCV’22 - 55.8 40.1 - 71.3 69.6 15466 18057 5107
GHOST [43] CVPR’23 46.8 57.0 39.5 62.2 72.0 68.9 - - -
GeneralTrack(Ours) 47.9 56.9 39.9 63.7 73.6 69.1 14489 21281 3715

Table 1. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on BDD100K. The two best results for each metric are highlighted in bolded and
blue. Note that some methods only provide the validation set result without test set.

Venue HOTA↑ MOTA↑ IDF1↑ AssA↑ DetA↑
GTR [63] CVPR’22 54.5 67.9 55.8 45.9 64.8
ByteTrack [59] ECCV’22 64.1 95.9 71.4 52.3 78.5
OC-SORT [6] CVPR’23 73.7 96.5 74.0 61.5 88.5
MixSort-Byte* [8] ICCV’23 65.7 96.2 74.1 54.8 78.8
MixSort-OC* [8] ICCV’23 74.1 96.5 74.4 62.0 88.5
GeneralTrack(Ours) - 74.1 96.8 76.4 61.7 89.0

Table 2. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on
SportsMOT. The two best results for each metric are highlighted
in bolded and blue. Note that ∗ denotes the methods use the vali-
dation set for training the association model.

Venue HOTA↑ MOTA↑ IDF1↑ AssA↑ DetA↑
Transformer based:
MOTR [56] ECCV’22 54.2 79.7 51.5 40.2 73.5
Hybird based:
MOTRv2 [60] CVPR’23 69.9 91.9 71.7 59.0 83.0
CNN based:
ByteTrack [59] ECCV’22 47.7 89.6 53.9 32.1 71.0
FineTrack [38] CVPR’23 52.7 89.9 59.8 38.5 72.4
OC-SORT [6] CVPR’23 55.1 92.2 54.9 40.4 80.4
GHOST [43] CVPR’23 56.7 91.3 57.7 39.8 81.1
GeneralTrack (Ours) - 59.2 91.8 59.7 42.8 82.0

Table 3. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on Dance-
Track. The two best results are highlighted in bolded and blue.
Note that MOTRv2 uses both YOLOX and MOTR with more than
two hundred times training resource usage than ours.

TbD methods, such as GHOST [43] and ByteTrack [59], re-
strict the tracking process in each class. Target tracking can
easily be interrupted due to misjudgments of the class by
object detection. In contrast, we first conduct class-agnostic
association, allowing objects detected as different classes
across frames to be associated. Second, we determine the
“true class” as the most frequent class in the historical tra-
jectory. Finally, we treat detections in the trajectory that
differ from the “true class” as false positives and categorize
them into the “true class”.

Venue HOTA↑ MOTA↑ IDF1↑ AssA↑ DetA↑ IDs↓
MOT17
MOTR [56] ECCV’22 57.8 73.4 68.6 55.7 60.3 2439
ByteTrack [59] ECCV’22 63.1 80.3 77.3 62.0 64.5 2196
OC-SORT [6] CVPR’23 63.2 78.0 77.5 63.2 63.2 1950
MOTRv2 [60] CVPR’23 62.0 78.6 75.0 60.6 63.8 -
GHOST [43] CVPR’23 62.8 78.7 77.1 - - 2325
GeneralTrack(Ours) - 64.0 80.6 78.3 63.1 65.1 1563
MOT20
ByteTrack [59] ECCV’22 61.3 77.8 75.2 59.6 63.4 1223
OC-SORT [6] CVPR’23 62.1 75.5 75.9 62.0 - 913
MOTRv2 [60] CVPR’23 60.3 76.2 72.2 58.1 62.9 -
GHOST [43] CVPR’23 61.2 73.7 75.2 - - 1264
GeneralTrack(Ours) - 61.4 77.2 74.0 59.5 63.7 1627

Table 4. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on MOT17,
MOT20. The two best results are highlighted in bolded and blue.

4. Experiments

4.1. Setting

Datasets and Metrics. We evaluate GeneralTrack
on BDD100K [55], SportsMOT [8], DanceTrack [46],
MOT17 [30] and MOT20 [9] datasets. As standard proto-
cols, CLEAR MOT Metrics [4] and HOTA [28] are used
for evaluation. For multi-class tracking, average metrics
across all classes are added as well as Tracking-Every-
Thing Accuracy (TETA) [25] metric for ranking as they did
in BDD100K MOT Challenge 2023.

Implementation Details. For fair comparisons, we di-
rectly apply the publicly available detector of YOLOX [14],
trained by [43] for BDD100K, [8] for SportsMOT, [46] for
DanceTrack, [59] for MOT17, MOT20. Note that all the de-
tection results we used are the same as most of the SOTAs
compared in the tables. The number of downsampling in
correlation pyramid S is 3, the relation searching radius R
is 4. The RoIAlign size v ∗ v is set to 3 * 3 for DanceTrack,
SportsMOT and 2 * 2 for BDD100K, MOT17, MOT20.
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SettingMRHRAmHOTA↑mIDF1↑mMOTA↑HOTA↑IDF1↑MOTA↑ IDs↓
#1 ! ! 47.1 56.1 46.1 63.4 72.5 68.3 8503
#2 ! ! 46.2 54.5 43.6 62.4 71.3 66.0 9070
#3 ! ! 42.9 49.2 37.5 57.8 63.9 59.2 11584
#1 ! 46.9 55.7 45.6 63.1 72.2 67.9 9447
#2 ! 45.3 53.3 42.2 61.7 70.1 65.0 10673
#3 ! 41.7 47.8 36.3 55.8 61.2 56.7 14015

#1 ! 46.7 55.5 45.6 62.8 71.8 67.9 9070

#1

! !
SR=1 46.9 55.7 46.0 63.1 72.1 68.2 9173
SR=4 47.1 56.1 46.1 63.4 72.5 68.3 8503
SR=7 46.9 55.7 46.0 63.5 72.7 68.3 8454

Table 5. Ablation study of Multi-scale Relation (MR), Search-
ing Radius (SR), Hierarchical Relation Agregation (HRA). MR is
assessed under three frame rate settings, where #1, #2 and #3 rep-
resent the original as well as double and quadruple downsampling.

4.2. Benchmark Evaluation

To validate generalizability, we conduct experiments on
five public benchmarks with significantly different charac-
teristics: multi-class tracking in autonomous driving sce-
nario BDD100K, accompanied by low frame rates, large
variations and the presence of small targets (in Table 1);
ball game scenario SportsMOT with complex motion pat-
terns (in Table 2); dancing scenario DanceTrack, comes
with serious motion complexity and large variation ampli-
tude (in Table 3); pedestrian tracking scenarios MOT17 and
MOT20 with regular motion, high frame rate, along with
higher target densities and the presence of a large number
of small targets (in Table 4).
Generalizability Analysis. Rather than requiring strong
hypotheses and huge training resources, our approach can
be generalized to diverse scenarios with great performance.
Even though ByteTrack selects different association infor-
mation in different datasets and GHOST adjusts the weight-
ing weights for association information in different datasets,
we still outperform them on all datasets. For MOTRv2,
which requires more than 200 times training resource usage
than us, we perform better on all datasets except Dance-
Track with very little training resources and time. More
detailed analyses on benchmarks are provided in the sup-
plementary material.

4.3. Ablation Studies

We conduct ablation experiments on the BDD100K valida-
tion set to evaluate our design of each component. Note that
the ablation results are evaluated using the toolkit and the
benchmark results are obtained by submitting to the evalu-
ation server.
Multi-scale Relation. Multi-scale relation (MR) is de-
signed to enable the tracker to cope with different frame
rates and variation amplitudes. We conducted experiments
at three frame rate settings (original frame rate as well as

Class HOTA↑ IDF1↑ MOTA↑ IDs↓
Pedestrian 50.3(+0.1) 60.7(+0.1) 55.6(+0.2) 2236(↓ 1.2%)
Rider 43.7(+3.6) 57.9(+2.8) 46.3(+2.6) 52(↓44.2%)
Car 66.2(+0.0) 75.4(+0.1) 73.1(-0.1) 6018(↓ 1.6%)
Bus 60.0(+2.1) 69.1(+1.8) 56.5(+1.9) 70(↓35.7%)
Truck 54.2(+0.8) 61.7(-1.1) 48.7(-1.5) 219(↓12.3%)
Train 0.0 (+0.0) 0.0 (+0.0) -0.6 (+0.0) 0.0(↓ 0.0%)
Motorcycle 46.6(+1.0) 58.6(+0.7) 39.2(+3.2) 11(↓27.3%)
Bycicle 47.8(+0.2) 60.1(+0.3) 43.1(+0.5) 144(↓ 0.7%)

Detect average 63.3(+0.1) 72.5(+0.0) 68.4(-0.1) 8750(↓ 2.8%)
Class average 46.1(+1.0) 55.5(+0.6) 45.2(+0.9) 8750(↓ 2.8%)

Table 6. Ablation study of Class Relaxation and Correction in
multi-calss tracking, the performance changes they bring are given
in parentheses, with the larger changes highlighted in bold.

double and quadruple downsampling). As shown in the
first six rows of Table 5, all metrics got worse with ab-
lation under all three settings, indicating the key role MR
plays in tracking. As the frame rate drops, the perfor-
mance variations intensify, and under setting3, MR brings a
boost (+2.0 HOTA, +2.7 IDF1, +2.5 MOTA, +1.2 mHOTA,
+1.4 mIDF1, +1.2 mMOTA). This suggests that the lower
the frame rate, the more powerful MR is in the scene.
Searching Radius. As illustrated in Table 5, changing the
searching radius has little effect on tracker’s performance.
Because the correlation pyramid is robust to this parameter,
the correlation pyramid has the flexibility to cover multi-
scale regions at any radius.
Hierarchical Relation Agregation. We ablate this part by
setting the RoiAlign parameter v∗v to 1∗1 and treating it as
a rigid body as in traditional methods. As Table 5 shows, all
metrics worsened with ablation, suggesting that this compo-
nent affects the tracking of all targets. This highlights the
importance of transforming a rigid body into a flexible body
during the matching procedure.
Class Relaxation and Correction. In order to observe the
performance changes in each class, we list them separately
in Table 6. The performance of rider, bus, and motorcycle
improved substantially, reflecting that many targets are mis-
taken for other classes during the detection process, result-
ing in unsuccessful matches. Although two metrics of truck
decreases, the average metrics still improve, suggesting that
our method reduces a large number of false negatives while
having a low false positive rate. This compensates for the
weakness of the detector’s classification ability.

4.4. Visualization

We focus on the red bus in Figure 5, where GHOST [43]
experienced tracklet interruptions, id switch, and misclassi-
fication. We investigate why these phenomena occur. It is
because low score detection cannot depend on a valid Inter-
section over Union (IoU) or a poor appearance to be tracked
when there is a large movement amplitude; the misclassifi-
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(a) GHOST(b) Ours

(a) GHOST

Figure 5. Visualization of tracking results comparison. Note that we use exactly the same detection results as for GHOST. The boxes
of different colors represent the bounding boxes with different identities. The red bus shown in bold is the target of our comparison. It
experienced tracklet interruptions, id switch, and misclassification in GHOST, in the meantime these were resolved in our approach.

Class Car Peds Rider Bus Truck Train Motocy Bycicle

Setting Source & Target
HOTA↑ 66.2 50.4 47.3 62.1 55.0 0 47.6 48.0
IDF1↑ 75.7 60.8 60.7 70.9 60.6 0 59.3 60.4

MOTA↑ 73.0 55.8 48.9 58.4 47.2 -0.6 42.4 43.6
IDs↓ 5917 2209 29 45 192 0 8 143

Setting Source Target
HOTA↑ 65.8 48.9 45.6 61.8 54.6 0 47.7 47.7
IDF1↑ 74.9 58.6 57.7 70.4 60.4 0 60 59.8

MOTA↑ 72.8 54.3 44.1 58.9 46.9 -0.6 41.7 43.3
IDs↓ 6186 2790 23 44 140 0 8 152

Table 7. Domain generalization for data with different classes.

Training
(Source)

Inference
(Target)

HOTA↑ MOTA↑ IDF1↑ AssA↑ DetA↑

SportsMOT SportsMOT 75.0 95.6 77.9 63.6 88.4
BDD100K SportsMOT 73.8 95.7 76.7 61.6 88.4

DanceTrack DanceTrack 56.9 90.1 57.5 41.1 79.1
BDD100K DanceTrack 54.9 89.2 55.3 38.4 78.7

Table 8. Domain generalization for data in different datasets.

cation and id switch are due to the detector’s class misjudg-
ment. In contrast, we performed a complete track of it and
successfully corrected the classification errors.

4.5. Domain Generalization

In this part, we take a further step to experiment and analyze
whether our GeneralTrack can also perform well in domain
generalization setting, which is a new and critical challenge
in MOT field [42]. Domain generalization in MOT is or-
ganized into two phases, detection and association. Here
we conduct domain generalization experiments for the as-
sociation part, i.e., training only on the source domain and
inference on the unseen target domain without fine-tuning.
Cross-class and Cross-dataset Experiments. In Table 7,
we set up domain generalization between different classes,
i.e., we train only with targets in car class and inference over
all classes. It can be noted that there is still excellent track-
ing performance on the seven unseen classes. As shown

in Table 8, we train on BDD100K and then generalize to
SportsMOT and DanceTrack without fine-tuning. Compar-
ison with results trained and inferred in the same domain
demonstrates that our GeneralTrack has strong domain gen-
eralization capabilities.
Analysis. Focusing on the local key texture of the tar-
get is more generalizable than the global structural infor-
mation [19, 32]. We accomplish tracking by constructing
a point-wise relations between frames, which is based on
low-level visual information such as textures, shapes, and
corners points, etc.. These low-level visual information is
shared by all targets and has greater flexibility and gener-
alizability. So these factors enable our GeneralTrack the
ability to domain generalization.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we explore the difficulties in trackers’ gener-
alizability to diverse scenarios, and concretize them into a
set of tracking scenario attributes that can guide the design
of future trackers. Furthermore, guided by these attributes,
we propose a “point-wise to instance-wise relation” frame-
work for MOT, i.e., GeneralTrack. We achieve excellent
performance on multiple datasets while avoiding the need to
balance motion and appearance and experimentally demon-
strated great potential for domain generalization with un-
seen data distributions (cross-dataset, cross-class).
Limitation and Future Work. We focus more on model-
ing inter-frame relations and do not extend it to cross-frame
relations. Inspired by [50, 61], in our next version, we will
construct the relations between multiple frames based on
video clips to achieve better tracking performance.
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